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Abstract

Human studies have shown that iron deficiency and iron deficiency anemia in infants are associated with behavioral impairment, but the

periods of brain development most susceptible to iron deficiency have not been established. In the present study, rhesus monkeys were deprived of

iron by dietary iron restriction during prenatal (n =14, 10 Ag Fe/g diet) or early postnatal (n =12, 1.5 mg Fe/L formula) brain development and

compared to controls (n =12, 100 Ag Fe/g diet, 12 mg Fe/L formula) in behavioral evaluations conducted during the first four months of life in the

nonhuman primate nursery. Iron deficiency anemia was detected in the pregnant dams in the third trimester and compromised iron status was seen

in the prenatally iron-deprived infants at birth, but no iron deficiency was seen in either the prenatally or postnatally iron-deprived infants during

the period of behavioral evaluation. Neither prenatal nor postnatal iron deprivation led to significant delays in growth, or gross or fine motor

development. Prenatally deprived infants demonstrated a 20% reduced spontaneous activity level, lower inhibitory response to novel

environments, and more changes from one behavior to another in weekly observation sessions. Postnatally deprived infants demonstrated poorer

performance of an object concept task, and greater emotionality relative to controls. This study indicates that different syndromes of behavioral

effects are associated with prenatal and postnatal iron deprivation in rhesus monkey infants and that these effects can occur in the absence of

concurrent iron deficiency as reflected in hematological measures.

D 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Iron deficiency (ID) and iron deficiency anemia (IDA),

recognized through hematological measures, have been asso-

ciated with behavioral impairments in infancy and childhood,

primarily in the areas of motor development, activity, affect and

cognition. Although iron deficiency in infancy is typically

associated with other nutritional deficiencies and with socio-

economic deprivation, a causal relationship between iron

deficiency and behavioral deficits can be supported in

appropriately designed studies with prophylactic iron supple-
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ments [45,49]. In addition, diet-induced iron deprivation during

development has been demonstrated to influence concurrent

and subsequent behavioral performance in rodent models

[4,17,37,53,67]. These rodent studies have also been able

to begin describing how lack of iron influences brain

development to produce the behavioral performance deficits

[5,6,12,38].

Recently, focus has turned to evaluation of the effectiveness

of iron supplementation for behavioral deficits in infants and

children [28,46,59]. This endeavor is made more difficult by a

lack of understanding of which periods in brain development

are affected by iron deficiency and whether the consequences

are reversible or permanent. Resolution of these issues requires

the ability to restrict iron deficiency to defined periods of brain

development. This in turn requires experimental studies in

appropriate animal models.
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Table 1

Experimental design

Prenatal

deprivation (n =14)

Control

(n =12)

Postnatal

deprivation (n =12)

Prenatal diet 10 Ag/g 100 Ag Fe/g 100 Ag/g
Postnatal diet 93 Ag/g 93 Ag Fe/g 12 Ag/g
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In the present study, we examined early behavioral develop-

ment in rhesus monkey infants deprived of iron either prenatally,

through feeding of iron-deprived diets to their dams, or

postnatally, by feeding a low iron formula to the infants. They

were compared to controls fed iron adequate diets throughout

prenatal and postnatal maturation. This study was intended to

address the behavioral consequences of iron deficiency at two

major periods in brain development, the third trimester and early

infancy, by using assessments that parallel standard human

infant testing in a nonhuman primate model.

Rhesus monkeys appear to offer a good model for the

nutritional stress of inadequate iron during pregnancy and

infancy. We recently demonstrated third trimester iron

deficiency anemia in rhesus monkey dams fed low iron

diets beginning in the first trimester [26]. In rhesus monkey

colonies, a high prevalence of anemia has been detected late

in infancy and the juvenile period, as is the case in humans

[1,7,36]. Also, monkey infants can be raised in primate

nurseries where the amount and timing of iron in the diet

can be precisely controlled through use of infant formulas.

Infant monkeys have been used extensively as models for

human infants to study absorption, growth and development

with formulas of different nutritional content [11,13,35,51,58,

41,42,43,33,40,54,57].

The period of infant evaluation in the present study

extended from birth to four months of age, approximately

equivalent to birth to 18 months of age in human infants. This

estimate is based on an approximate 4 :1 human :monkey

developmental age equivalence ratio. Development of visual

system function including visual recognition memory, follows

this 4 :1 age ratio [29]. Further, object permanence appears at

8–9 months of age in humans [52] and at 2–3 months of age in

rhesus (data from this project). The period studied includes the

appearance of basic gross motor abilities, reaching and eye–

hand coordination, fine motor skills [31,10,17,20,48,50,60],

and early cognitive stages of development, all of which were

assessed in the infant monkeys. Emotionality, affect and

adrenocortical responsiveness were also assessed at the end

of the four-month period through a biobehavioral character-

ization assay designed for infant monkeys. Finally measures of

spontaneous motor activity were obtained during the gross

motor observations, during a 24-h biobehavioral characteriza-

tion, and during a single 48-h session using actimeters at the

end of the four-month period.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Subjects

Newborn infants were transferred on the morning of birth

to the primate nursery. These infants were offspring of dams

fed iron-regulated purified diets during pregnancy, either 10

Ag Fe/g (iron deprived) or 100 Ag Fe/g (iron adequate) [27].

Iron status of the dams during pregnancy and of the infants

at birth have been previously reported [26]. Briefly, dams

fed low iron diets during pregnancy developed IDA in the

third trimester and the infants were born with compromised
iron and hematological status. Upon transfer to the nursery,

infants from the prenatal iron-adequate group were distrib-

uted to either an iron-adequate or an iron-deprived formula

group based on an initial assignment of their dams at the

time of pregnancy detection which balanced dam age, weight

and parity across groups. The dietary iron history of each

experimental group is shown in Table 1. There were

8 females and 6 males in the prenatally deprived group,

8 females and 4 males in the postnatally deprived group, and

4 females and 8 males in the control group. The infants were

born and tested in two cohorts two years apart. The cohort

1 :2 ratios were 7 /7 for the prenatally deprived group, 5 /7

in the postnatally deprived group, and 6 /6 in the control

group.

2.2. Animal housing and care

CNPRC maintains nonhuman primate nurseries housing

approximately 200 infants each year using standard protocols

that have been found to optimize infant well-being as described

previously [27]. Neonates were first housed in heated

incubators then transitioned to social housing in small metal

cages. Attachment objects (cloth towel and stuffed terrycloth

duck) were provided in both incubators and metal cages and

the metal cages additionally had toys, swings and perches.

Infants were monitored throughout the day by a dedicated

nursery staff who recorded any health problems in an

individual animal medical record and referred them to the

veterinary staff. Body weights were recorded daily for the first

two weeks of life and weekly thereafter. Formula intake of

individual infants was monitored for individual infants for the

first two weeks, and for cages of two infants for an additional

two weeks.

2.3. Assurance of compliance with animal codes

All procedures were conducted according to the Guidelines

for Use and Care of Laboratory Animals of the National

Research Council. CNPRC is accredited by the Association

for Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care.

Animal husbandry procedures conform to SOPs established

by the CNPRC. Experimental protocols were approved prior

to implementation by the University of California Davis IAC.

2.4. Infant formulas and feeding

Infants in the postnatally deprived group were fed commer-

cial formula (Similac Advance, Ross Products, Saint-Laurent,

QC) containing 12 Ag Fe/g powder or 1.5 mg Fe/L. Infants in



Table 2

Infant evaluation schedule

Nonbehavioral Age at evaluation

Body weights 1–28 days, 4–14 weeks

Morphometrics Birth, 1 and 4 months

Hematology/iron status Birth, 1 and 4 months

Lymphocyte flow cytometry 3 to 4 months

Auditory brainstem response 1 and 4 months

Cerebral spinal fluid sampling 4 months

Behavioral Age at evaluation # Sessions/criterion

Motor and postural maturation1–14 weeks 13 sessions

Visual novelty preference 190, 200, 210 3 sessions

Reach and retrieve/hesitancy

Home cage Postnatal day 21 5 sessions

WGTA; holes, tubes, rod Postnatal day 28 Criterion or 14 weeks

Fine motor development Postnatal day 28 Criterion or 14 weeks

Object permanence/A not B 201 days postconception Criterion or 14 weeks

Activity monitoring 4 months One 48 h session

Biobehavioral characterization 3 to 4 months One 24 h session
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the control (iron adequate group) and the prenatally deprived

group were fed the corresponding commercial formula (Similac

Advance with Iron) containing 93 Ag Fe/g obtained as a

powder or 12 mg Fe/L diluted. The formulas had identical

nutritional content except for the iron concentration. The

formula was color coded (red, yellow, green) with food dye

(McCormick and Co., Inc., Hunt Valley, MD) at the time of

dilution to avoid accidental feeding with the wrong formula but

maintain blinding. A card of appropriate color on the monkey’s

cage was used to match the formula. For this experiment,

formula was the only source of food for the first four months of

life with the exception of food reinforcers used in behavioral

testing. All food items used as food reinforcers were screened

for low iron content.

Formula feeding followed husbandry SOPs of the primate

nursery at CNPRC. All formula feeding was ad libitum.

Neonates were hand-held and fed formula from a pet bottle (65

mL/bottle) with nipple at 2 h intervals until judged to be able to

nurse from a pet bottle inserted through the side of the cage.

Two night feedings (0100 and 0400 h) were given on postnatal

days 1 and 2, one night feeding (0100 or 0400) was given on

days 3–7 and, after day 7, night feedings were discontinued

unless specified by the attending veterinarian. Beginning at 35

days, formula was also introduced in a hanging bottle with a

sipper tube and the pet bottle was discontinued at 70 days of

age. Infants were transitioned to solid adult food and drinking

water over a two-week period beginning at four months of age

according to standard CNPRC protocols for nursery-raised

infants. The control (iron-fortified) formula was used for all

infants during this transition.

2.5. Infant evaluation schedule

The infant evaluation schedule is outlined in Table 2. More

detail on timing and duration of individual tests is provided

below. Inter and intra-observer reliabilities were obtained for

all tests with a criteria of at least 85% (agree / (agree+disagree).

Some behavioral tests were conducted for a fixed number of

sessions and others until a performance criterion was reached.

All testing was conducted in the same test room located near

the nursery but in a corridor with no animal housing, with daily

sessions, five days a week. Tests were conducted individually

(one animal in the room at a time) except for tests utilizing the

Wisconsin General Test Apparatus (WGTA), which were

conducted two animals at a time in two separate apparatuses

positioned out of sight of one another. Data from cerebrospinal

fluid (CSF) sampling and auditory brainstem response (ABR)

testing will be reported separately.

2.6. Hematology and iron status measures

A complete blood count (CBC) and supplemental iron

status measures (transferrin receptor (TfR), serum ferritin,

serum iron, zinc protoporphyrin (ZPP)) were conducted as

described previously [26]. The CBC included RDW (red

blood cell distribution width). In addition, quantification of

CD4+ and CD8+ lymphocyte subpopulations was performed
by flow cytometry at four months of age. For this assay, 50

AL aliquots of whole blood were directly labeled with

phycoerythrin (anti-CD4-M-T477; BD Pharmingen), peridinin

chlorophyll-alpha protein (anti-CD8-SK1; BD Pharmingen),

and fluorescein isothiocyanate (anti-CD3-SP34; BD Pharmin-

gen). A Coulter Q-prep (Coulter Corp., Miami, FL) was used

to lyse the red blood cells and fix the sample in paraformal-

dehyde. Lymphocytes were gated by forward and side light

scatter. A FACS Calibur flow cytometer (BD Pharmingen)

was used to phenotype the lymphocyte subsets.

2.7. Growth and health

Body weights were measured daily from birth to four weeks

of age, and weekly from four to fourteen weeks of age.

Morphometric measures (crown–rump length, femur length,

foot length, skinfold thickness (back, abdomen, thigh, triceps),

and head length, width and circumference were measured at

birth, one and four months of age as previously described [28].

Infant health records maintained by colony services were

summarized for the incidence of veterinary diagnosis and

intervention.

2.8. Motor and postural maturation

Weekly 10-min sessions were conducted in a specialized

cage (38�38�86 cm) with plastic mesh sides that allowed

climbing [17,27,21,22,23,19]. Infant behavior initiations were

recorded for a 7.5 min session after a 2.5 min acclimation

period using a checklist of exhaustive, mutually exclusive

categories that included mature and immature forms of motor

behaviors (sitting, stand, walk, climb up, climb down, cage

manipulation) [17].

2.9. Novelty preference

This test of visual recognition memory is based on the Fagan

Infant Intelligence Test [15] for human infants and adapted for
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use in monkeys [30]. The apparatus and method have been

previously described [18]. The seven stimulus pairs used for the

monkey infants were the same ones originally developed by

Fagan to be equivalent in brightness and in preference and to

increase in difficulty. They are black and white heavy line

drawings of abstract figures/patterns. Three tests with either two

or three sets of familiar/unfamiliar stimuli were conducted at

ages based on the date of conception (postconception days 190,

200 and 210T1.) This corresponded to 25, 35 and 45 days

postnatal age for a full term (165 days postconception) infant.

Briefly the infant was swaddled and held with its head free in

front of a vertical board on which two visual stimuli cards could

be displayed. There were seven problems (sets of stimuli) across

the three day test series increasing in difficulty (similarity

between stimuli). An observer sitting behind the display board

timed the stimulus familiarization period and operated a video

camera focused on the infant’s face. The stimulus designated

‘‘familiar’’ was first displayed on both the right and left sides

until a total of 20 s of fixation was recorded. Then both familiar

and unfamiliar stimuli were presented for two 10-s periods

beginning at the first fixation, and the number and total duration

of fixations directed at each stimulus card was determined from

the videotapes.

2.10. Eye–hand coordination and grasp maturation

A number of tests were used in succession to evaluate the

fine motor ability of the infants.

2.10.1. Home cage reach/hesitancy

Five daily sessions were conducted. Three objects (large

marshmallow, peanut-shaped marshmallow candy, gummi

fish candy) were placed in the infant’s home cage. Time to

contact an object was recorded by an observer. Subsequent

to contact, the maturity of interaction with the object over a

5-min period was scored in three categories:

1=mouths but does not pick up the objects

2=mouths the object and also manipulates it

3=picks up, holds, and mouths the objects.

For the second cohort only, a novel object was used for an

additional 5-min reach period after completion of the series

with the original three objects.

2.10.2. Reach and retrieve/WGTA

The infant was transferred to the WGTA apparatus for

each session. The same objects as used for the home cage

reach-and-retrieve evaluations were placed on the WGTA test

board, one at a time with three 30-s trials conducted for each

object. In this situation the infant had to reach through 6.5

cm diameter circles in the Plexiglas cage front to retrieve the

object. Interaction with the object was scored as above. The

criterion for passing this test was all nine trials with scores

of ‘‘3’’ on two consecutive days. After attaining criterion, a

second test of hesitancy (three 30-s trials) was conducted for

the second cohort only using a novel object.
2.10.3. Tube reach

This test, based on a method developed to assess motor

ability after cortical lesions [39], used Plexiglas tubes, 5 cm in

diameter, of two different lengths, 1.5 and 3.0 in long. The

tubes were attached to a test board at different distances from

the edge (0, 2 and 4 cm for the 1.5 in tube, 0 and 2 cm for the

3.0 in tube. This resulted in a series of five conditions of

increasing difficulty. The test required the infant to reach

through the tube to retrieve the small food treat at the other end.

Three trials were conducted for each tube at each distance.

Each trial was scored in one of four categories:

0–no reach attempted

1–hits side of tube when entering

2–hits edges of tube inside or drops the reward when

picking up or returning

3–clean entry and retrieval.

Three trials with score of ‘‘3’’ were needed to pass on to the

next more difficult condition.

2.10.4. Rod orientation reach

For this test an elongated object (2.5 in piece of licorice or a

gummi fish) was held in a horizontal position outside the

WGTA test cage. As the infant reached through the circular

opening to retrieve the object, the orientation was changed to

vertical. Three trials of horizontal to vertical orientation were

followed by three trials of vertical to horizontal orientation.

Each trial was scored for whether or not the infants reached for

the object, whether they were successful in grasping it, whether

they used one or both hands, and whether they adjusted the

direction of their hand when the object orientation was

changed. Criterion for passing this test was use of adjusted

hand direction for all six trials on two consecutive sessions.

This test is used in human infants [47] and was added for the

second cohort to further extend the motor evaluation for

comparison to humans.

2.10.5. Fine motor development

On 201 days post-conception, grasp testing was initiated as

previously described [21,22,18]. For this test small food items

(whole ‘‘froot loops’’ cereal placed on the surface of the board,

small marshmallow in a well, crushed cereal on the surface)

were placed on a test board in the WGTA in successive 30 s

trials. The quality of grasp was scored when the infant retrieved

the food item in one of four categories:

(1) sweep

(2) grasp

(3) modified grasp

(4) finger–thumb grasp.

This test continued until a score of ‘‘4’’ was obtained on all

three trials for two successive sessions for the crushed cereal and

marshmallow in the well, to a maximum of 14 weeks of age.

After five sessions of grasp evaluation, a bimanual

coordination task was added. For the first cohort this task
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consisted of lifting an inverted, transparent beaker with one

hand in order to retrieve a food item under it with the other

hand. For the second cohort, the task consisted of lifting the lid

of a hinged box with one hand to remove a food item inside

with the other hand. However, few of the animals attempted to

perform either task with both hands, and data are not analyzed

or presented here.

2.11. Object permanence/A not B

The WGTA apparatus was used for this test, which is based

on procedures for evaluating this early Piagetian cognitive

ability [52] in humans and monkeys [21,18,14]. The infant was

first given a toy or food object to hold and manipulate for 5 s.

Then the object was taken away and placed in a deep well in

the test board next to a large plastic block. There were three

conditions depending on the position of the plastic block:

placed behind the well (uncovered), partially concealing the

well (partially covered), or completely concealing the well

(fully covered). The infant was allowed a maximum of 30 s to

reach for the object. If it was retrieved, the trial was scored

‘‘+.’’ If the infant failed to reach for the object, the trial was

scored ‘‘�.’’ The next trial was initiated within 15 s. There

were 15 trials (5 per condition) in each session. Sessions

continued to a criterion of 8 / 10 correct trials on two

consecutive sessions. Testing was discontinued at 14 weeks

of age if criterion was not reached.

Infants received the A-not-B test if they reached the object

permanence criterion prior to 14 weeks of age. This protocol,

adapted from [14], used two five-session series. A food object

was first hidden within view of the infant on one of two (right/

left) covered wells, and the infant was allowed to retrieve it.

After two consecutive correct retrievals, the object was hidden

within view of the infant on the opposite side (reversal). Each

session progressed to longer delays (2, 5, 10, 12, 14, 16 s)

between hiding the object and allowing access to the test board

if the infant reached criterion at any one delay within the

maximum 43 trials allowed per delay. Choice of the previously

rewarded side is the ‘‘A not B’’ error. Completion of three

reversals to a criterion of two consecutive correct responses led

to progression to the next longer delay interval.

2.12. Spontaneous activity/diurnal rhythms

Actimeters that use mercury switch closures to record body

movement were used to record activity during a 48-h period

over the weekend when cage room disruption was limited to

regularly scheduled feeding and cleaning. As previously

described [27,25,24], actimeters were placed in small pouches

attached to a harness so that they were located in the middle of

the infant’s back where they could not be reached. Infants were

individually housed for the activity monitoring.

2.13. Biobehavioral characterization

Infants in the present study participated in a 24 h biobeha-

vioral characterization conducted each year for most three-four
month old rhesus infants in the colony at CNPRC. Over 1200

infants have been characterized with this screen since 2001.

The biobehavioral characterization screen consisted of remov-

ing the infants individually to a larger metal cage (living cage)

located in a different room identical in size and appearance to

their home cage room. Each infant was relocated into this room

along with three to seven other familiar infants for testing

during the same 24-h period. The living cage contained a cloth

diaper and stuffed terrycloth duck, which had served as

attachment objects for the infants in the primate nursery, and

also a novel manipulable object (approximately 4�9 cm) with

automatic sensors. Appropriate formulas were supplied in

hanging bottles identical to those used in the home cage.

During the 24-h period, behavior was evaluated under four

conditions: undisturbed in the living cage at the beginning and

end of the 24-h period, response to novel objects in the living

cage, separate test cage), response to monkey videos of

aggressive and nonsocial behaviors (separate test cage),

response to human intruder (separate test cage). The living

cage observations were conducted by a live observer, while

videotaping was used for the response to human intruder (the

technician conducting the test dressed in protective clothing)

and monkey video segments. In addition, adrenocortical

response was monitored by serum cortisol (see below). Finally,

a list of 26 adjectives used to rate affect quality [63] was

completed by the observer at the end of the 24 h period. Details

for the biobehavioral characterization are provided in [9].

Videotapes were scored using commercial software (The

Observer, Noldus Information Technology, Wageningen, Neth-

erlands) by experienced technicians blind to the purpose of the

experiment or the treatment groups of individual animals.

Behavior was coded in nine states (frequency and duration)

(sleep, lie, sit, stand, crouch, active (locomotion), rock/sway,

and motor stereotypy) and 22 events (frequency only; includes

vocalizations, self-directed behaviors (e.g. scratch), social

behaviors (e.g. fear grimace) and other discrete actions).

Additional categories for individual tests included: looking at

the video monitor (monkey videos), location in the cage

relative to the monitor or the human intruder (monkey videos

and human intruder). Instances of the 22 individual events were

low during the observation period; an index of distress events

was constructed for purposes of this analysis as the sum of cage

shake, convulsive jerk, self-clasp, crouch, motor stereotypy,

self bite, scratch, toothgrind, and screech vocalization.

2.14. Blood sampling for plasma cortisol

Blood samples (0.5 or 1.0 mL) were obtained by femoral

venipuncture at four timepoints during the biobehavioral

characterization:

(1) ‘‘response to relocation,’’ ¨1030 h, 1–2.5 h after

relocation to the new environment,

(2) ‘‘adaptation to relocation,’’ ¨1600 h, 5.5 h after the first

sample and immediately after the human intruder test,

(3) ‘‘response to dexamethasone’’ ¨0830 h the next day,

16.5 h after an injection of 500 Ag/kg dexamethasone



Table 3

Developmental head measurements in control and iron-deprived infants

Prenatal

(n =14)

Control

(n =12)

Postnatal

(n =12)

Head width birth 51.47T0.32a 53.2T0.42 52.2T0.53

1 month 54.40T0.52a 56.53T0.54 55.10T0.66
4 months 59.10T0.41a 61.07T0.33 59.59T0.76

Head length birth 68.66T0.57 68.75T .62 68.75T .61

1 month 73.87T0.75 74.75T0.65 74.02T0.61

4 months 78.10T0.98 78.9T0.91 79.55T0.31
Head circumference birth 193T17 198T22 193T23

1 month 209T16 212T15 212T16

4 months 226T14 230T15 227T16
a p <=.01 vs. control.
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i.m., which occurred immediately after the second blood

sample,

(4) ‘‘response to ACTH,’’ 30 min after injection of 2.5 IU

ACTH i.m. which occurred immediately after the third

blood sample.

Samples were transferred to EDTA tubes, centrifuged and

frozen (�80 -C) until assayed for cortisol by RIA (Diagnostic

Products Corp., Los Angeles, CA).

2.15. Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was conducted using JMP software (SAS

Institute, Cary, NC). Linear modeling was used and each

endpoint was screened prior to analysis for potential covariates,

including cohort, sex, gestation age at birth, birth weight, and

delivery mode (vaginal, c-section). ANOVAs used linear

modeling with post hoc contrasts of least-square means (control

vs. prenatal, control vs. postnatal). Some variables were

analyzed with nonparametric statistics or transformed with

square root transformation if distributions were not normal or

adequate fit was not obtained with the linear model. Graphs

present descriptive statistics from the raw data file, rather than

least square means and are not adjusted for covariates.

3. Results

3.1. Growth and health

There were no diet group effects on weights obtained daily

from one to four weeks of age, or monthly at 1, 2, and 4 months

of age (Fig. 1). Gestation length was a covariate at <one month

of age, while cohort was a covariate throughout the period. Sex

was not a covariate at these ages. The prenatally deprived group

appeared to fall behind in weight gain beginning in the second

week of life, but month-to-month weight gain was comparable in

all groups. Notably, weight gain in the postnatally deprived
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Fig. 1. Body weight of control (n =12), prenatally iron-deprived (n =14), and

postnatally iron-deprived (n =12) rhesus monkey infants during the first four

months of life. There were no group differences in body weight or body weight

gain.
group was nearly identical to the control group that was fed iron

supplemented formula. No illnesses were seen in the infants

during the first four months of life.

Other measures of growth and body composition were similar

across groups with the exception of head measurements. Diet

group effects, first observed at birth [26], were also seen at one

month (F =3.60, p =.04) and four months (F =3.83, p =.03).

Prenatally deprived group had smaller head width than controls

(see Table 3 for individual group comparisons). There were no

covariates for head width. The head length and head circumfer-

ence measures did not differ by group. Sex and gestation length

were significant covariates for head length and circumference.

3.2. Hematology and iron status measures

Results from the complete blood count and from additional

measures of iron status (serum Fe, TfR, ZPP, and ferritin) are

shown in Table 4. No significant differences between dietary

iron groups were seen at any timepoint. In addition to the one

and four month timepoints, a CBC and flow cytometry for CD4

and CD8 lymphocyte subsets were performed at the time of the

biobehavioral characterization. No significant differences were

found in the CBC parameters. CD4+ /CD8+ ratios were lower

in the prenatal deprivation group than controls (F =3.65,

p =.037, prenatal vs. control p =.01); however all values were

within a clinically normal age-appropriate range of 1 to 5.

Serum ferritin values at four months of age indicated an effect

of the postnatal iron deprivation on iron storage pools (Fig. 2).

The ANOVA at this age was significant, but pairwise contrasts

with controls did not reach statistical significance. However,

variability in the prenatally deprived group was strongly

influenced by one high value (32.0), which may have been

due to an inflammatory event. If the postnatally deprived group

was directly compared to controls with a two-group ANOVA,

the values were significantly different (F =9.20, p =.007).

3.3. Gross motor observations

There was no indication of a lag in maturation of gross

motor function. The iron deprived groups began sitting,

walking, climbing, and manipulating objects at similar ages

to controls (Fig. 3).

Some measures of emotionality were available from the

‘‘lying down’’ and ‘‘vocalization’’ measures taken during the
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Fig. 2. Serum ferritin concentrations at three time points during the first four

months of life in control, prenatally iron-deprived and postnatally iron-deprived

rhesus monkey infants. The ferritin assay uses a human antibody that detects

approximately 10% of monkey ferritin. *p =.055, **p <.01, t-test vs. control.

Table 4

Hematological and iron status parameters

1 month of age 4 months of age

Prenatal Control Postnatal Prenatal Control Postnatal

RBC (�106/AL) 4.8T0.1a 4.8T0.1 4.8T0.1 5.0T0.1 5.1T0.1 5.0T0.1

Hemoglobin (g/dL) 12.2T0.2 12.7T0.2 12.6T0.4 11.9T0.1 12.3T0.1 11.9T0.2

Hematocrit (%) 37T1 38T1 38T1.2 36T0.6 37T0.7 36T0.8
MCV (fL) 78T0.9 79T0.7 80T1 72T0.6 72T0.5 73T0.8

MCH (pg) 25.7T0.3 26.4T0.3 26.3T0.4 23.6T0.3 24.1T0.3 24.1T0.5

MCHC (pg/fL) 32.9T0.3 33.3T0.5 32.7T0.5 32.9T0.3 33.6T0.4 33.2T0.5

RDW (%) 13.1T0.2 13.0T0.3 12.9T0.2 13.4T0.2 13.7T0.2 13.3T0.2
ZPP (Amol/mol heme) 51T5 57T6 74T17 34T6 34T6 44T15

TfR (Ag/mL) 2.6T0.3 2.8T0.4 2.2T0.3 1.7T0.2 2.0T0.3 1.5T0.2

Serum Fe (Ag/dL) 123T9 132T12 159T13 139T12 117T10 128T13

CD4+/CD8+ 2.8T0.2b 3.8T0.5 3.1T0.2
a MeanTSEM.
b p <.01 vs. control.
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gross motor observation periods (Fig. 3). Lying down is

typically a withdrawal behavior after the immediate neonatal

period, and vocalization rate can reflect distress. Iron deprivation

influenced the incidence of lying down behaviors summed

across all observation sessions (F =5.38, p =.009); the postnatal

deprivation group differed from controls ( p =.002). In addition

there was a significant iron deprivation effect on vocalizations

during the last month of observation (F =6.50, p = .004).

Postnatally deprived infants had higher vocalization frequencies

than controls ( p <.05), while prenatally deprived infants had a

lower incidence of vocalizations than controls (not significant).

Also, the weekly observation period allowed some qualita-

tive evaluation of regulation of behavior. Although durations of

individual behaviors were not recorded, the number of

behavior initiations (changes from one behavior to another)

in each session provided a measure of persistence in individual

behaviors. Iron deprivation effects were seen in the last month

of the four month period (F =3.41, p =.04). The prenatally

deprived group differed from controls (Fig. 4).

3.4. Reach/fine motor tests

There were no group differences in performance of the reach

and fine motor tests (Table 5). Pre- and postnatally iron-

deprived infants were able to use smooth reaching trajectories

and finger–thumb opposition as well as controls. Similar

numbers of infants in each group failed to reach the preset

performance criteria. There were no significant iron deprivation

effects on the hesitancy measures taken during reach testing.

3.5. Cognitive testing: novelty preference and object

permanence

The novelty preference and object permanence tests are

intended to tap cognitive abilities of infants, although

performance can be affected by motor, motivational and

emotional factors.

Novelty preference scores are shown in Fig. 5 as the average

of the three sets of problems presented at three ages. Sex and

cohort were significant covariates on some problems. The
majority of the infants preferred the novel stimulus on all

problems except the last one. The proportion of infants with

overall novelty preference was greater than chance for the

control group ( p =.02, binomial test, one-tailed), and the

prenatally deprived group ( p =.0008), but not the postnatally

deprived group ( p =.054). There were no group differences in

average percent novelty preference over all seven problems.

Examination of the data showed that very low preference

scores in individual problems sometimes occurred in postna-

tally deprived infants. Across individual infant scores on

individual problems (266 total), there were three preference

scores less than 10% (1% of all scores), all recorded in the

postnatally deprived infants, and 12 preference scores less than

20% (4% of all scores) of which seven were recorded in

postnatally deprived infants.

Fewer postnatally deprived infants reached criterion (8 of 10

correct in two consecutive sessions) on the object permanence

task (Fig. 5) (v2=5.76, p =.056). More trials were required to

reach criterion (F =5.37, p =.009, control vs. postnatal p =.020)

(infants not reaching criteria were given a score of 50 sessions).

Further analysis was conducted to determine whether infants

were slower in acquiring the concept of retrieving the fully

covered food item, or in reaching a stable performance level.

Groups were compared on the number of sessions before the
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fully covered food treat was retrieved at least two times in a

session, thus demonstrating acquisition of the concept. Analysis

indicated that the postnatally deprived group was delayed

relative to controls (F =4.23, p =.02, postnatal vs. control

p =.02). There were no apparent group differences in perfor-

mance of the A-not-B task in the 25 infants that reached criterion

on object permanence. However group sizes were small in the

control and postnatally deprived groups (n =8, 5).

3.6. Emotionality and affect: biobehavioral characterization

This assessment was done in the context of introduction to a

novel environment and to additional challenging components
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Fig. 4. Sum of all behavior initiations during the last four weeks of the weekly

observations sessions in control, prenatally iron-deprived and postnatally iron-

deprived rhesus monkey infants. A larger number of behavior initiations

reflects a shorter duration of each behavior. *p =.01 relative to controls, post

hoc contrast of least square means.
introduced individually into that environment (novel object,

human intruder, monkey videotapes). Thus, the measures taken

are considered to reflect the emotional or affective domain of

behavior.

3.6.1. Living cage observations

Observations taken in the home cage during a 5-min

period near the beginning and end of the 24 h novel

environment experience were summarized as the duration of

five activity states (Fig. 6) and a disturbance index (based on

the frequency of nine distress-related behaviors). In addition,

the frequency of environmental exploration was analyzed.

Prenatally deprived infants had greater duration of motor

activity (F =3.32, p =.048, prenatal vs. control p <.05), a

lower duration of lying down, and a higher incidence of

exploratory activity (F =4.04, p =.026, prenatal vs. control

p < .05) than controls during the 5-min period which

occurred within the first hour after the infants were first
Table 5

Reach and fine motor tests

# Reaching criterion Sessions to criteriona

Pre-natal Control Post-natal Pre-natal Control Post-natal

Reach and retrieve 14 /14 12 /12 14 /14 8T1 11T3 11T2

Tube reach 14 /14 11 /12 12 /12 12T1 12T1 12T1

Rod orientation reachb 7 /7 5 /6 5 /7 8T2 6T1 8T2
Grasp maturity 8 /14 8 /12 5 /12 29T2 32T3 33T1
a MeanTSEM of infants who reached criterion.
b Cohort 2 only.
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placed in the novel environment. The majority of infants

(20 /38) did not demonstrate any disturbance-related beha-

viors during the first 5 min; the major distress related

behavior was withdrawal, manifested as sleeping or lying

down in the bottom of the cage.

No iron deprivation effects were identified for the five

activity states or for the composite distress index during the 5-

min period observed near the end of the 24 h session.

3.6.2. Novel objects

Movement of novel objects in the living cage as detected by

the automatic sensor did not differ between groups except

during the initial period after the infants entered the cage. Data

on the first novel object were available for a 45-min period

beginning 30 min after the infants were transferred to the living

cage when all aspects of the environment were novel. The

sensors counts during this time varied from 0 to 20, with a

median of 3, in a single 5-min period. Repeated measure

analysis demonstrated a significant interaction between time

and group (F =1.9, p =.042); the prenatally deprived group had

generally higher counts and the difference from control became

larger later in the time period (Fig. 7). An individual group

comparison was significant only at 30 min (F =1.9, p =.05,

prenatal vs. control p =.046). The major difference between

groups was in the occurrence of 5 min periods with high sensor

counts. The number of infants with >10 sensor counts in at

least one 5 min period was 8 /14 prenatal deprivation 3 /12
control and 5 /12 postnatal deprivation (not significant). Sensor

counts from the first novel object later in the day, between

challenge tests, and from the second novel object overnight

were similar across the three groups.

3.6.3. Human intruder

Observations during the human intruder test demonstrated

that the prenatal deprivation group was generally less active

(locomotor activity) under all four conditions (Fig. 8). The

difference in duration of time spent active was significant for

the least challenging condition (profile far) F =5.75, p =.01,

prenatal vs. control p <.05), and also across all conditions

(RMANOVA F(2, 35)=4.8, p = .015, prenatal vs. control

p =.05). Frequencies of locomotor activity were also lower in

the prenatally deprived group than controls under the profile

condition (profile far, F =5.75, p <.01 prenatal vs. control

p <.05; profile near F =4.26, p = .02, prenatal vs. control

p =.01). Activity decreased across the conditions in the control

group, so that control and prenatal deprivation groups were

similar under the near-stare condition. Corresponding to

reduced locomotor activity was increased duration of sitting

in the prenatally deprived group (RMANOVA across all

conditions (F =8.8, p <.001, prenatal vs. control p =.002).

The groups did not differ in the amount of time spent in the

cage nearer or farther from the intruder (data not shown). There

was significant effect of condition on the distress index

(F =4.1, p =.01) with the frequency of distress-related beha-
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viors increasing from the least to the most challenging

condition. Analysis by group demonstrated a significant

increase in the control group only from the profile far to the

profile near condition (F =3.24, p= .051) and a significant

increase in the prenatally deprived group only between the

profile near and the stare far conditions (F =3.57, p =.03). The

disturbance index of the postnatally deprived group was on the

average higher than that of the other two groups and did not

increase across conditions.
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3.6.4. Monkey videotapes

Observations taken during the playing of videotapes of

monkeys showed a similar pattern to the human intruder test in

that the prenatally deprived group were less active, although no

statistical group differences were demonstrated. The distur-

bance index was significantly greater for the aggressive than

nonsocial video segments (paired t-test, t =4.41, p <.0001), but

there was no group effect on the disturbance index during any

video segment. The prenatally deprived group showed less

cage roof clinging during most of the videotape segments, but

group differences were significant for only for the second

nonsocial segment (F =5.5, p = .01, prenatal vs. control

p =.03). Cage roof clinging can be interpreted as part of a

fleeing response in which infants move as far away as possible

from the video monitor.

3.6.5. Affect rating

At the completion of the biobehavioral characterization, each

infant was scored with a checklist of 20 adjectives using a 7-

point scale. The adjective that best distinguished the prenatal

group from controls was ‘‘fearful’’—the prenatal group was

significantly less fearful than controls (F =5.50, p =.01, prenatal



Table 6

Adrenocortical response during the biobehavioral characterization

2 h after

relocation

7 h after

relocation

16 h after

dexamethasone

30 min

after ACTH

Prenatal 47T6a 42T5 22T4 64T5

Control 63T6 48T5 26T4 63T3
Postnatal 65T9 51T6 25T2 66T3
a MeanTSEM, Ag/mL.

Table 7

Summary of findings concerning time-dependent effects of developmental iron

deprivation on behavior by functional domain

Prenatal iron deprivation Postnatal iron deprivation

Motor: gross No effects No effects

Motor: fine No effects No effects

Cognition No effects Delayed object concept

Emotionality Less inhibition

(novel environment)

more changes between

behaviors

Heightened emotionality

(familiar environment)

Affect rating Less fearful More tense

Activity Lower

(familiar environment)

Trend toward higher activity
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vs. control p =.004) (Fig. 9). The postnatal group was best

distinguished from controls as more ‘‘tense’’ (F =4.04, p =.03,

control vs. postnatal p =.03). Cohort was a covariate in both

analyses. The adjective descriptor for ‘‘fear’’ was ‘‘Fear grimace;

retreats readily from others or from outside disturbances.’’ The

adjective descriptor for ‘‘tense’’ was ‘‘Shows restraint in posture

and movement; carries body stiffly, which suggests a shrinking

tendency, as if trying to pull back and be less conspicuous.’’

3.6.6. Adrenocortical response

Plasma cortisol decreased between the first sample, taken at

the time of introduction to the novel environment, and the

second sample taken five h later, decreased in response to

dexamethasone and increased in response to ACTH (RMA-

NOVA, F =23.29, p <.0001) (Table 6). The three experimental

groups did not differ in adrenocortical response at any of the

timepoints or overall. Covariates did not affect cortisol

measures. Profile analysis indicated an interaction between

group and change in cortisol at transfer to the living cage and 5

h after transfer; cortisol values of controls decreased during this

interval (F =7.13, p =.02) while those of the other two groups

did not change significantly.

3.7. Activity monitoring

Activity was measured as whole body movements that

triggered the mercury switch of the actimeter. Mean activity

averaged across the 48-h period (counts per 2-min period) was

about 20% lower in the prenatal group than controls (F =5.14,

p =.01, prenatal vs. control, p =.04) and somewhat higher in

the postnatal group, although not significant in pairwise

comparisons (Fig. 10). The same pattern was seen for daytime
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activity as for overall activity. There were no group differences

in the duration of wake and sleep periods. However, this

analysis may have been complicated by a very large cohort

effect; some infants in the first cohort had much earlier

‘‘bedtimes’’ than those in the second cohort. We attributed this

to a different age range of infants together in the nursery in the

two cohorts. The groups did not differ in length of the longest

period of inactivity during the day or night. However, closer

examination of individual animal data suggested prolonged

periods of inactivity and very low average activity counts in

several of the prenatally deprived monkeys in the home cage.

Because of consistent group differences in activity across

the biobehavioral characterization observations and the

actimeter monitoring, both of which were conducted at 3–

4 months of age, a regression analysis was conducted using

hematological measures and activity measures at four

months. Activity measures were highly correlated within

conditions (human intruder, monkey videotapes, actimeter

monitoring) and showed modest associations across condi-

tions, but were not significantly associated with any of the

hematological measures (hemoglobin, hematocrit, MCV,

MCH, MCHC, ferritin).

A summary of the findings by functional domain is

presented in Table 7.

4. Discussion

No effects of iron deprivation on growth were detected with

fairly extensive morphometric exams. Growth retardation is not

a common finding unless IDA is severe; retarded growth linked

to altered metabolism has been demonstrated in rodent models

[38,3] and stunting is found in connection with anemia in

generally malnourished populations [34]. A smaller head width

was detected in the prenatally deprived group, but head

circumferences did not differ, suggesting a conformational

rather than growth related source of the head width difference.

Head circumference is one of the measures associated with

growth retardation in newborns of mothers with moderate or

severe anemia [8,62].

An important characteristic of this study was that no group

differences in hematology or iron status were observed in the

monkey infants at one or four months of age. Lower

hemoglobin and red cell parameters seen at birth in the
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prenatally deprived group [26] had apparently recovered by

one month of age. Hematological parameters showed matu-

ration-related changes as seen in human infants including a

decrease in ferritin near the end of the nursing period, which

was somewhat greater in the postnatally deprived group than

in controls. Criteria are not available for determining anemia

in infant monkeys; one prenatally deprived infant had

hemoglobin <11 g/dL at one month of age, and one prenatally

deprived and one postnatally deprived infant had hemoglobin

<11 g/dL at four months of age. All three of these values were

>10 g/dL.

Lack of effect of the low iron formula (postnatal iron

deprivation) on hematology, clinical condition and growth is in

agreement with clinical trials in healthy well-nourished human

infants fed iron supplemented or non-supplemented (low iron)

formulas [49,32,61,65]. In contrast, several behavioral mea-

sures were influenced by postnatal iron deprivations relative to

controls, as has been suggested by studies of high risk

populations with iron supplemented and non-supplemented

formulas [49]. (It should be recognized that breast feeding,

rather than commercial formula, is the most appropriate normal

or control condition for infant nutrition of both human and

nonhuman primates.)

The behavioral test battery attempted to assess three

domains of behavior, motor, cognitive and emotional, that

have been implicated by studies of iron deficiency in human

infants using a test battery constructed to parallel an ongoing

human study of iron deficiency.

No effect on motor development was seen in this study,

although both gross and fine motor delays are a characteristic

finding in studies of anemic human infants and motor deficits

often respond to iron supplementation in infancy. Differences

in design and evaluation methods may be relevant. For

instance, human motor testing usually involves verbal

instruction and encouragement by the tester or observation

by the caretaker rather than sequential, time sampled

observations as used in our experiment. Also, most gross

motor abilities were acquired by the infant monkeys in the

first two months of life while postnatal iron depletion was

likely to appear only toward the end of the formula feeding

period. But the most important difference from human and

rodent studies may be the fact that our monkey infants were

not anemic at the time of evaluation. An interpretation

consistent with both monkey and human studies on infant

motor effects of IDA is that motor development effects

require concurrent iron deficiency anemia.

A potential effect of postnatal iron deprivation on

cognitive development was seen in the object permanence

test. Fewer infants in the postnatally deprived group reached

criterion on this test after extensive testing, and the infants

that did reach criterion required more sessions, suggesting a

later appearance of this cognitive ability. Group effects were

not seen for visual novelty preference, a test of recognition

memory that is predictive of later cognitive ability in humans

[56]. Novelty preference does not have a discrete age-related

appearance during maturation. The Bayley Scales are

commonly used to test cognitive ability of ID/IDA infants;
one experiment that used novelty preference and object

permanence did not find effects of a combination energy/

micronutrient supplement [55].

No effects of prenatal iron deprivation were seen in the

novelty preference and object permanence tests. Cognitive

deficits associated with prenatal iron deprivation are little

studied in human infants. Tamura et al. [64] studied the

association between previously obtained cord blood ferritin and

scores of five-year olds on motor and cognitive tests, including

the Wechsler IQ test. Children with cord blood ferritin in the

lowest quartile had significantly lower full scale IQs and about

twice as many fell below 70 points.

The most striking effects of the iron deprived diets in this

study appeared on measures of emotion/reactivity. These group

differences were seen during testing conducted at the end of the

four month evaluation period. Heightened emotionality, as

reflected by withdrawal (lying down) and vocalizations was

seen in the postnatally deprived group in the weekly observa-

tions. Postnatally deprived infants were also rated as more

‘‘tense’’ than controls during biobehavioral characterization.

On the other hand, prenatally deprived infants appeared to react

less strongly to relocation during the biobehavioral character-

ization test. Prenatally deprived monkeys were judged less

‘‘fearful’’ and also tended to explore their environment and

manipulate the novel object in their living cage more during

biobehavioral characterization.

Prenatally deprived monkey infants were less active over

the 48-h actimeter monitoring period in the home cage and

during the latter part of the 24-h relocation period during the

biobehavioral characterization. This agrees with findings in rats

that limited periods of dietary iron deprivation during brain

development can lead to long-lasting changes in spontaneous

activity levels [53], and also findings of lower activity in

anemic children after treatment with iron [2]. Experiments with

reduced activity and concurrent iron deficiency in rats have

demonstrated associations with brain dopamine systems

(reduced iron content and dopamine D1 receptor density in

midbrain) [4]. Postnatally deprived monkey infants did not

have reduced activity levels. Although reduced activity has

been shown in anemic rats [53,16] and humans during

development, it is important to note that our postnatally

deprived monkey infants were not anemic.

Differences from controls in activity level in the prenatally

deprived infants were situation specific. Prenatally deprived

infants were more active during the initial period after

relocation to a new environment, but were generally found to

be less active later in the relocation period, and also in their

home cages during 48-h actimeter monitoring. Activity

durations were not recorded in the familiar weekly observation

situation. However, the number of initiations of different

behaviors was greater in the prenatally deprived infants toward

the end of the observation period. Different characteristics of

the infants can be reflected in activity measures in different

situations, depending on whether they are novel or familiar and

simple or complex. The general finding of reduced activity in

familiar, nonthreatening situations in the prenatally deprived

group suggests that lower activity in IDA infants may be a
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result of earlier rather than concurrent iron deficiency.

Postnatally deprived infants had higher average activity scores

than controls under familiar nonthreatening environmental

conditions. However, post hoc comparisons to controls were

not significant.

Effects on affect and emotionality are consistently found in

human infant studies of iron deficiency. One study coded affect

from videotapes made during a 15-min play session and

administration of the Bayley scales to 12–23 month old IDA

infants [44]. They recorded less participation in motor

subscales of the Bayley, less activity and exploration during

the play session and greater proximity to caregivers during both

testing and play. The Bayley Infant Behavior Record also

characterized the infants as showing markedly less endurance

and also less responsiveness to the investigator. Differences

between IDA and non-IDA infants were reported to be present

after three months of iron supplementation, which corrected the

IDA. These test groups can be contrasted to our sample of

monkey infants, none of whom met the criteria for IDA when

they were being evaluated.

Another study [66] correlated temperament scores (stan-

dardized 8 item, 4 to 6 point scale) of neonates (first week of

life) observed at home and in the laboratory before discharge

from the hospital to cord blood hemoglobin, serum iron and

ferritin. They found a situation dependent (home, laboratory)

pattern of results and concluded that low hemoglobin and iron

were associated with ‘‘higher levels of emotionality and lower

levels of alertness and soothability.’’

In summary, several findings noted in human infants with

ID and IDA, namely delayed gross and fine motor development

and apathy/lethargy, were not seen in this study. This may be

due to the fact that the monkey infants did not have concurrent

iron deficiency (ID or IDA at the time of evaluation) as

reflected in hematological indices, although their dietary iron

intake was inadequate. However, other characteristics of ID

infants such as reduced activity, heightened emotionality, and

cognitive deficits were seen. These three characteristics were

associated with different periods of iron deprivation during

brain development.

A new and potentially valuable finding relevant to human

populations is the ability of the prenatal iron deprivation,

repleted at birth, to influence infant behavior. Few human

studies have approached this issue. One study found an effect of

prenatal iron deficiency, as reflected in quartiles of ferritin in

cord blood at birth, on IQ, fine motor, language skills and

conduct (tractability) [64]. However, postnatal iron deprivation

may have covaried with prenatal deprivation and was not

statistically controlled for in this study. While pre and postnatal

iron deprivation are unlikely to be dissociated in generally

malnourished populations, the extensive use of subsidized iron-

fortified formulas in some developed countries could lead to this

situation.

Finally, some new effects of developmental-stage specific

iron deprivation on emotionality were identified. Prenatally

deprived infants were less fearful and inhibited than controls in

novel environments, and postnatally deprived infants demon-

strated more distress behavior in familiar environments. These
emotionality/affect characteristics, if they persist, could be

antecedents of later behavioral dysfunction related to school

performance and conduct disorders in populations with iron

deprived diets in pregnancy and infancy.
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